Why Choose Us?
· Full customer service support
· Efficient transport - Monday to Sunday Delivery
· Damage prevention - Bespoke tree transport bag (branded)
· Careful selection with multiple stages of quality control where the Trees are Grown

Every tree has a story. Each plantation and field we harvest trees from has specific characteristics that display in
the trees. A number of factors affect this – the location of the forest and local weather conditions, the type and
composition of the soil, the type and provenance of seedlings used and the specialist skills of each grower.
Each type of tree requires very careful management and growing premium quality Christmas trees is a skilled
and rare profession.
Our Nordmann fir trees (up to 8 feet) are grown on the edge of a small village hidden deep in the Scottish
borders on a farm that has produced some of the best trees available each and every year. A dedicated team has
perfected the art of nurturing the trees in their early years, before using a specialist hand pruning method to
shape them into perfect specimens.
Our Fraser Fir trees are grown on a rather inaccessible piece of land called Dyke Foot in the heart of Scotland.
Dyke Foot is an area at the top of a hill with fantastic views and is only accessible on foot or by tractor – it is
not a place you can stumble upon. This land has a rather unique composition, which makes inhospitable for most
plant life, but ideal for Fraser Fir.
Our larger trees are grown on two farms deep in the hills beyond Loch Lomond, and near the coast north of
Fife. They are carefully tended to for over ten years using a range of special equipment to give a lovely shape.
By using a combination of locations for our trees, we can rely on the specialisms of each grower, and provide a
resilient and consistent supply. We can also be flexible with the harvest of the tree and adapt to the local
weather conditions to make sure that the trees have had sufficient frost before being cut.
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